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Abstract
Social connection is an essential human need. Personal
connections exist at a variety of depths and within different
types of relationships. Small daily choices determine the
strength of those connections and their impact on our
well-being as individuals and as a community. Modern
society and technology have altered the speed and channels
of connection, increasing communication but decreasing
meaningful connection. It is critical to understand how the
methods of communication affect the depth of connections.
Through a series of participatory graphic design projects,
I analyze the strengths and weaknesses of one-on-one, small
group and community connections within an established
taxonomy of the levels of connection, to identify the factors
that contribute to strong social relationships.

Connection: A value placed on the
6
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relationship between two or more individuals,
often over a shared experience, place or goal.
7
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Looking back to look forward

I value relationships. Perhaps this is the result of living the

preferred way for me to update my family and friends on the

meet to kick off design projects and later review conceptual

I quickly discovered that there was a limit to the depth of

majority of my adult life some 500 miles away from my family

events in my school life without the expense of long-distance

layouts. Instant messaging and video chat became the way to

relationship this platform could facilitate without a shared

and childhood friends. This reality forced me to learn the art

phone bills or the delay of international mail. I confess that

stay connected—the asynchronous nature of email couldn’t

intention to establish deeper connections. I returned to

of making new friends while maintaining a meaningful

I would write one master email then copy-paste to multiple

facilitate conversation or respond fast enough. I recognized

school with the desire to expand my knowledge in the area

connection with those further away. The affordable option for

friends while customizing the last few lines to keep a personal

the challenge of developing a partnership without spending

of graphic design, but also to establish a broader network

many years was to write letters. My grandfather used to tell

tone. This took far less effort than individually handwriting

time together face-to-face. Yet with a shared commitment to

of personal connections.

me that if you want a letter, you must write a letter. I recog-

letters, but allowed me to expand whom I kept up-to-date.

connect regularly, with time, we were able to establish trust

nized early that the strength of my relationships was directly
related to the effort I put into them, even if it was simply
placing something in the mail.

8
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In my professional career, working at Valspar Paint in

and form a strong collaborative working relationship.

After my move to Richmond, Virginia I am very aware of
developing relationships both professionally and personally.

Chicago, IL the strength of my long distance connections

Prompted by this positive experience with virtual collaboration,

This has fed into my interest in personal connections and
my work as a graphic designer.

was put to the test when I was required to work with a remote

I began to take graduate level design classes with Savannah

My collection of letters became less tangible when I discovered

team, interacting with marketing managers in Charlotte, NC

College of Art and Design in their e-learning program.

email during my freshman year of college. It became the

and Minneapolis, MN. In lengthy conference calls we would

9
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Argument
Relationships are complex and dynamic, enriching and
challenging. They change and develop over a lifetime, and
provide opportunities to experience meaningful connection.
Our days are filled with personal connections, both physical
and virtual. The variety of these connections enriches our
lives and helps us to thrive personally. In the past, the scope
of our connections was limited to family members, friends,
co-workers, and neighbors with whom we interacted most
often in person. Technology today has exponentially increased
the speed and reach of our channels of communication and
has changed the depth of these connections. Individuals have
become more comfortable interacting through asynchronous
channels of technology than engaging in phone calls or
face-to-face meetings. We have begun to mistake communication for meaningful connection and as a result feel increasingly
alone despite being very technologically connected.1
Understanding how to build and maintain meaningful
connections is critical to our role as communicators practicing
in the field of graphic design. In my work, I intend to explore
the importance of strong interpersonal connections, by
responding to recent sociological research regarding the effects
of technological change in how we connect. I will establish a
taxonomy of the levels, types and methods of connection, then
analyze the strengths and weaknesses of each through a series
of participatory graphic design projects that identify factors
that contribute to strong social connections.

11
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L E V E L S O F C O NNE C T IO N

Context
Our intricate web of relationships grows and changes over
a lifetime. Matthew D. Lieberman, author of “Social,” believes

Levels of Connection

our need for connection is the foundation upon which all

To better understand the breadth and variety of our connec-

of our other human needs are built.2 Historically, inter-

tions it is useful to divide them into discrete categories and

personal relationships have been a necessity for survival; our

levels. Drawing from Liz Sanders’ Four Levels of Everyday

coordination of energy has provided safety, food and commu-

Creativity,7 and Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs,8

nity. Cooperation is a social trait essential to humans, the

I created a taxonomy of the levels of connection as: arbitrary

scale and range of our activities far surpasses the rest of the

casual, personal, and deep.

animal kingdom.3 Yet, our modern society has shifted towards
a form of hyper-individualism, as we moved away from small
communities into larger cities to pursue opportunity.4 We no
longer depend on others as we have in the past.

she specializes in pre-design research and has established a
model of co-creation across the design disciplines. Sanders
work... based on many years of experience in observing and
talking with people about their needs and dreams for living.”9

occurring in books published between 1500–2008. She found

The levels represent ways that individuals can experience

a distinct shift away from terms like “duty” and “obliged”

their creativity, motivations, purpose and requirements.

and an increase in terms like “choose” and “decision.”5 As

Sanders organizes human engagement by quantifying

our culture has become more individualistic, increased

experience, motivations and interest or expertise.

6

In our role as graphic designers these social changes in

The Four Levels of Everyday Creativity
Level

Motivations

Purpose

Requirements

1 Doing

Productivity

Getting something done
Minimal domain experience

Minimal Interest

2 Adapting

Appropriation
Make it fit better

Making something my own
Some domain expertise

Some interest

3 Making

Assert my ability of skill

Making with my own hands
Domain experience

Genuine interest

4 Creating

Curiosity

Express my creativity
Domain expertise

Passion

communication greatly impact how our work reaches an
audience. Gone are the days of passive direct mail programs
or print campaigns as the focus of our work. Social networks,
word of mouth and viral methods have taken on an everincreasing importance. Because of this, it is critical that
designers better understand the intricacies and changing
nature of personal connections and the role they play in
modern communication.

Self
Actualization

Esteem

Love, Belonging

Safety

Physiological

Right Top: Liz Sanders, The Four Levels of Everyday Creativity (redrawn).

|

Those who know you well and you enjoy being with
E X AM P L E : CL O S E F R I E NDS / FAM I LY

Casual

Aquantances with little personal sharing
E X AM P L E : CO W O R K E R / NE I GH B O R

Arbitrary

Others known slightly or not at all
E X AM P L E : S T O R E CLDeep
E R K / PAS S E R B Y

Know your flaws as well a

E X AM P L E : B E S T F R IE N D /S IG N

Those who know you wel

E X AM P L E : C L OS E F R IE N D S /F

Greenfield notes the decreased use of terms like “authority,”

12

Personal

Personal

self-absorption has also become apparent. As evidence,
“belong,” “obedience,” and “pray;” and the increased use of

Know your flaws as well as your strengths, confidant
E X AM P L E : B E S T F R I E ND/ S I GNI F I CANT O THE R

describes the four levels of everyday creativity as “a frame-

California in Los Angeles, conducted an analysis of the words

Right Bottom: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (redrawn).

Deep

Sanders has a background in psychology and anthropology;

Social scientist Patricia M. Greenfield at the University of

the terms, “unique,” “individual,” “self,” and “ego.”

LEVELS OF CONNECTION

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs model was established in 1943

that involves routine polite conversation about work or

as a summary of the stages that a human goes through to

weekend plans is an example. A Personal connection is when

achieve personal growth. This model has since been ques-

there is a genuine and mutual interest in the relationship as

tioned by Matthew D. Lieberman who argues for an inverting

evidenced by a significant investment of time and energy;
E X AM P L E :

of the hierarchy to place social needs at the foundation.10

examples include close friends or family members. The most

Casual

Aquantances with little p

E X AM P L E : C OW OR K E R /N E IG

Arbitrary

Others known slightly or

There is an interdependence of each level on the one that

intimate level of connection is a Deep connection, which is

precedes it and Lieberman challenges that without the

differentiated from the others by a regular commitment of

social need of love and belonging being met in infants, we

time and energy, and an intimate sharing of opinions,

would never survive to become adults who can experience

attitudes, and personal strengths and weakness; an example

the higher stages of human need.11

is a best friend or significant other.

In my research, I have identified three key factors that

Due to the necessary investment of time and energy to

contribute to the depth of a connection: frequency of time

establish these relationships, we typically have fewer deep

spent together, the establishment of trust and personal sharing.

connections than we do acquaintances. The balance and

With these in mind, I have identified four levels of connection

number of connections in each level varies by individual.

we establish with others. Arbitrary connections are where all

Over time many of these connections move from level to level

relationships begin, defined by little or no social engagement;

depending on circumstances or changes in life. This shift

an example is an interaction with a clerk at a store or

is something we navigate unconsciously for the most part,

someone saying “hi” to a person on a walk. Casual connec-

but major life events such as moving to a new city or a death

tions are differentiated by the time spent and effort extended

in the family can bring the changes in our relationships to

between individuals, but where there is a minimal amount

the forefront of our consciousness.

S T OR E C L E R K /PAS

of personal sharing. A connection with a coworker or neighbor
13
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TECHN OLOG Y & CON N ECTION

E -T

RO
LG

A one-to-one relationship is traditionally the most intimate

AL

Our connections take on another dimension as we

OON

E

SM

Types of Connection

Yet when our interactions occur behind the screen of a device,
the self we present may be contrived. Sherry Turkle describes

and represents a strong tie typically at the level of a personal

one-to-one connections, small group connections and

or deep connection. In a smaller social setting there is a

community connections.

greater opportunity for a meaningful exchange to occur.

close, not too far, just right.”16 We present the best version of

Collaborative partnerships of two individuals fit into this type,

ourselves, while avoiding the messiness or demands of

networks have economic value.12 Used since 1890, the term
became mainstream following its use in Robert D. Putnam’s,
Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community. He expressed that “social capital emphasizes not just
warm and cuddly feelings, but a wide variety of quite specific

as they require an open dialog and an established trust for

creates value for the people who are connected and—at least

class or a church group. These common interests bring

sometimes—for bystanders as well.”13

together individuals who may not otherwise meet. Small-

communities become.14 When we connect meaningfully on
an individual level we directly improve and support the
well-being of our larger social network. If we want better

Casual

Small group connections involve several individuals and are
usually formed with respect to shared interests or values;

our connections are on an individual level, the stronger our

Personal

design firm, for example, before clients are introduced.

examples include bowling leagues, sports teams, a cooking

group connections typically start out as casual or personal
but can move to the level of a deep connection over time.
Small design studios exhibit this type of connection due to
the shared interest in the work. Within a small group there
may exist one-to-one connections but they are not a characteristic of the group as a whole.

Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

experience as words are frequently truncated into acronyms

cal connection methods each have their own strengths and

and icon images. A less than immediate reply often frustrates
the sender. This reality has tethered us to our devices, where

meetings, phone calls, video chats, instant messaging, texting

we’re ready and waiting for the next text, no matter how
unimportant the content of the text may actually be.

fall into three different types: geographic communities

personal lives—the key lies in understanding the dynamics

(neighborhood, city, state), cultural communities (ethnic,

of each and how they impact the level of connection.

AL
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E

SM
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ON

Face-to-face time ensures the highest level of engagement

we rarely meet in person. Facebook showcases our carefully

A phone conversation allows for a real time exchange of ideas

The AIGA (American Institute for Graphic Designers) is a

and the ability to perceive verbal intonation. Yet a phone

large creative community made up of regional chapters,

conversation is not limited to a particular physical space. It

which function as smaller groups.

often occurs as we are doing something else. There is a degree

and we attend to them at our convenience.
We spend more time than ever interacting with people through

Arbitrary

LAR

GE COM MU

N IT Y

is spent interacting virtually, communicating with individuals
crafted status updates to attain the most “likes” possible;

as an interruption—calls are screened or voicemails are left,

Casual

of real-world connections, but in reality a great deal of energy

because it provides an ability to exchange body language

Interestingly, making and receiving a phone call is now seen
Personal

Social media has created another level of complexity to our
communications. It can be positive when used as an extension

cues; but meeting in person is not always feasible.

of focus required on the conversation, but not necessarily all.

Deep

solution to the perceived slowness of email. These systems

weaknesses. In the following I will consider face-to-face

use all or some of these methods in our professional and

a greater diversity of connections than with smaller groups.

the conversation.

choice of method of communication. Physical and technologi-

and social media platforms. As graphic designers we may

These relationships are more loosely established and represent

the same focused attention. Multi-tasking, poor image quality
and choppy sound or video feed can also play havoc on

invite a spontaneous but fragmented communication

larger groups, often with recognized leaders. Communities

ties that are located at the casual or arbitrary connection level.

mimics a face-to-face conversation but often does not require

The depth of our connections is greatly impacted by our

Communities are based on connections that form among

parties).15 Community connections tend to consist of weak

call offers by making it possible to see who you are talking to.
The “face-to-face” experience provided by FaceTime effectively

Instant messaging, chats and text messages have become the

with our neighbors.

religious) or organizations (professional associations, political

in-person relationships.

Method of Connection

communities, we need to start by improving relationships

T YPES O F CO NNE CT I O N

this controlled interaction as the “Goldilocks effect: not too

Video chats with FaceTime or Skype improve on what a phone

one relationship must be established between partners in a

benefits that flow from the trust, reciprocity, information, and

connections influence and impact each other. The stronger

Deep

sharing of ideas and productive critique. A personal, one-to-

cooperation associated with social networks. Social capital

The strength of one-to-one, small group and community

UP

“Social capital” is the term used to convey the idea that social

ON

consider their type. I have chosen to focus on three types:

turning friends into a commodity. Twitter’s 140 characters
give the illusion that we have a platform for a relationship
with a celebrity we follow, only to be overshadowed by the
next more appealing statement. Instagram and Tumblr thrive
on snap-shot photos and “selfies” that are shared to an
arbitrary group of individuals in a continuous stream of
images. Pinterest allows users to curate a unique visual style
to be shared with friends. Blogs—once a platform for
expressing personal opinion—now come across like fullfledged PR campaigns. These methods of delivering content

the screen of a device. Research is divided on the risks and

are vital in our role as graphic designers. This is the reality

benefits of this controlled communication. On one hand the

of communication today and is how people spend time,

reach of our relationships is greater than ever before; living in

market brands, and forge connections.

different city or time zone is no longer a limiting factor.
14
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Precedents

AL

OON

E

SM

UP

ON

E -T

RO
LG

Before I Die

“Feel Me”

Deep

I went to
MoMA and...

Personal

Casual

OpenIDEO

Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

Above: Cited precedents are plotted on the connections
map showing the types of connections they promote.

17
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OpenIDEO
I have been influenced by several projects and
toolkits that relate to personal connection and
collaboration. OpenIDEO is a global online community that harnesses innovation for social good.17
Contributors from a variety of backgrounds, work
together to generate ideas and solutions to a pro-

spreads the connection potential substantially.

posed challenge. This collective ideation power

The OpenIDEO method is designed to produce real-

allows for ideas to be filtered, refined and ultimate-

izable ideas and results. This platform is effective at

ly voted on by the contributing community. Big

facilitating large group collaboration and ideation,

and small ideas are realized while collaboration is

yet it does not encourage one-to-one connections to

fostered through the shared platform. One doesn’t

develop beyond the ability to comment on another’s

have to be an expert to contribute ideas or feedback,

postings or applauding their contribution.

Above: Screen capture from
promotional video at: feelmeapp.com.

“Feel Me”App
“Feel Me” is a prototype app developed by Marco
Triverio during his studies at the Copenhagen

the same time the phone will vibrate letting the
users be “there” at the same time. The “Feel Me”

Institute of Interaction Design. It aims to enrich

app is an attempt to facilitate a deeper level of

hand held digital connections by providing a visible,

connection that has not been possible to date with

18

non-verbal, presence of another smart phone user

hand held devices. It literally allows individuals

during your communication. The app shows where

to reach out and touch someone else, which some

a person is touching their device’s screen with touch

find a bit odd but is a step towards deepening the

points represented by a moving spot on the other

interactions we have over our devices.

user’s screen. When both people touch the spot at

Above: Screen capture of community
forum within openideo.com.
18
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“I went to MoMA and...”
In 2011, MoMA, the Museum of Modern Art in New
York introduced a campaign that asked museum
visitors to “share a story with us” about their day at
the museum by completing the sentence “I went to
MoMA and…”.19 The result was an open-ended guest
book. The museum was thrilled by the response and
decided to turn the project into an advertising
campaign featuring a rich variety of responses
representing the diversity of the museum’s clientele.
This campaign is a great example of how a collaborative project can elevate and illuminate the personal
connection individuals have with an organization.

Above: Before I DIe Public Art
Project: candychang.com.

Before I Die
Candy Chang is an artist living and working in
New Orleans, who has engaged her neighborhood

humorous, each response reveals a tiny part of a

by re-purposing boarded up walls of an abandoned

person’s heart. This project has been described as

house.20 A chalkboard surface was painted on the
side of the house with a simple question stenciled
“with a fill-in-the-blank statement, “Before I Die___ .”

Above: Completed cards from “I went to
MoMA and...” momadesignstudio.com.

Sometimes sentimental and sometimes quite

“one of the most creative community projects ever,”21
and over 400 “Before I Die” walls have now been
created in over 25 languages in over 60 countries,

Chang recalls that the experiment prompted immedi-

including Kazakhstan, Argentina, China, Iraq, and

ate community engagement. Within one day all 80

South Africa. There is even an online version where

prompts were filled in, additional responses filled

you can leave a response on a virtual wall. A simple

the margins in the days ahead: “Own a boat,” “Name

prompt has created an opportunity for a community

a Star,” “Swim without holding my nose,” “See my

to reflect and share what is important to them.

grandkids do well” were some of the responses.
20
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Projects
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CONNECTION: a reflective workbook

Deep

Personal

Casual
Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

Above: A plotting of projects carried out over the past three
semesters. Categorizing the work in this way made it possible
to recognize common challenges in working within each level
and type of connections.
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Thanks for... Stickers
AL

OON

E

SM

UP

ON

E -T

RO
LG

LEVEL: Arbitrary

Deep

Personal

Casual

TYPE: Large Community
METHOD: Analog & Digital

Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

I believe that expressing a thoughtful “thank you” to someone
can make a big difference in their day. In this project, my
concept was to pass out neon pink stickers with the prompt
“Thanks for...” and see how people might use them. What
would they say and where would they stick them? I screen
printed 500 stickers and stamped the backs with the challenge: “What will you say thanks for? WRITE-STICK-UPLOAD
to thanks-for.com.” I wanted to attract participants with no
connection to me, so the stickers were scattered over various
locations in the city of Richmond. An additional number
were mailed to friends to pass out in other states.
With the help of a programmer friend, we set up the
“thanks-for.com” website to allow users to share their use of
the stickers with others, documenting the date and location
of where the sticker was placed and what was said. The posts
have been made from a variety of cities over the past three
months. I was surprised not to find any vulgar or racy
language, rather, their use was very simple and generally
occurred in a home or workplace. Only a few individuals
placed the sticker in a public location where others had the
potential of interacting with it. Overall this project was a
playful experiment but lacked a feedback mechanism that
would facilitate an opportunity to interact beyond posting
photos to a website. From this, I began to considered how

Above: Thanks for... Stickers in use.
Recent posts can be viewed at: thanks-for.com.

future projects could create an opportunity for personal
connection to occur.

24
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In the second part of the experiment, I asked six of my graphic

participants, I screen-printed the patterns in four single colors

and white “pattern” in Adobe Illustrator, on a 5 x 5" digital

onto cards and mailed a set of the prints to each participant.

art board. By limiting the tools and color palette, I hoped

The feedback I received was very positive, as the participants

to control some of the variables I had previously overlooked.

were also excited to see the varied results.

As these digital patterns were returned to me, I noticed a

Pattern Experiment

To share the results of the digital pattern project with the

design friends by email to spend 30 minutes creating a black

more unified appearance within them, and that the limitations
I imposed had a positive impact on the results. I remained
impressed by the different interpretations of the term
“pattern” as well as the complexity of some of the designs.

From this design experiment I discovered that the parameters
I set greatly impacts the results. Setting parameters does not
stifle creativity, it challenges it. Unexpected results are to be
expected and embraced as part of the participatory projects.

I participated in the biennial international design conference,
Tasmeem Doha, held in Qatar over spring break, 2013. It was
my first trip to this part of the world. I was enamored by
the array of ornate patterns that decorated the surfaces of
architecture, metal railings and wood columns, I took photographs of as many as I could. Returning to Richmond with
a collection of these photographs, I was prompted to prepare
a two part design experiment focused on “pattern” making.
In the first part, I gave each of my classmates and a professor
an envelope containing a 5 x 5" mat board square and a glue
AL

OON

E

SM

stick. With a one hour time limit, they were challenged to

TYPE: Small Group

created a “pattern” with straight lines and whatever paper they

UP

ON

E -T

RO
LG

LEVEL: Casual

Deep

Personal

Casual
Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

METHOD: Analog & Digital

had around. The results were quite different than the controlled
Islamic pattern’s I had seen. Each individual interpreted the
concept of a pattern from a different perspective—some were
geometric and quilt-like while other chose a scattered approach.
The variety of materials used was also unexpected, especially
one which incorporated parts of an Amazon package.

Opposite Left: Patterns
photographed in Doha, Qatar.
Left: Tool kit handed out to
classmates for analog patterns.
Next Spread Left: Results of
the analog pattern experiment.
Next Spread Right: Results of
the digital pattern experiment.

26
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Gratitude Wall

Deep

Personal

Casual

LEVEL: Casual
TYPE: Large Community
METHOD: Analog

Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

Northminster Church supports a large community that I have

I became interested in the types of things people wrote—

been involved in since moving to Richmond. Each year the

capturing both light-hearted statements and revealing

church hosts a Thanksgiving potluck dinner and invites

thoughts about tough issues such as “making it to the age

community members to attend. Historically, the event has

of 13” or “another day clean and sober, freedom from active

drawn individuals from the surrounding neighborhood, which

addiction.” I analyzed the comments by sorting them by

represents a diverse socio-economic community. I approached

gender and by connection to the church, to see if there were

the leaders of the church with the idea of creating a “Gratitude

any patterns in what was written. I found that the revealing

Wall” for the dinner. They were very excited by the idea and

statements were not specific to one group of attendees. In

committed a 15' wall in the entry area for the display.

general, the church members or regular attenders did tend

I designed simple folding cards reading: “I am thankful for…”.
The card also asked participants to provide their first name
and relationship to the church. The cards were placed on
the tables as everyone gathered for the dinner, and attendees
were encouraged to write or draw on the cards, and then
hang them in the entry way as they walked to the food buffet.
By the end of the evening the Gratitude Wall was full of
colorful cards and individuals stopped to read what had

to write longer statements. The gratitude wall was a great
exchange of gratitude, but it failed to have a follow up
method that could promote a greater connection between
the individuals who indicated that they knew no one or
were first time guests and the members. The data gathered
from this project helped to remind the leaders of the
importance of creating better opportunities to make a
personal connection with the attendees next year.

been written. Over half of the 250 attendants participated.
Above: Completed cards as displayed at the dinner.
Opposite: Samples of the cards submitted.
30
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First nameFirst
onlyname only

Don’t know
Don’t
anyone
know anyone

Visitors

Visitors

Youth Group
Youth Group

Neighbor Neighbor

Attender/Member
Attender/Member

unconnected
unconnected

connected
connected
First
name
only
First
name
only

Don’t
know
anyone
Don’t
know
anyone

Visitors
Visitors

Youth
Group
Youth
Group

Neighbor
Neighbor

Attender/Member
Attender/Member
Female
Male

unconnected
unconnected

connected
connected

connected
connected
attender/member
attender/member

32
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visitors

connected
connected

visitors
Jesus

Jesus

neighbor neighbor
attender/member
attender/member

RealTalk RealTalk

JSS

JSS

Above: Analysis of the connection of the author for
each card and more samples of the cards submitted.
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Personal Places

LEVEL: Personal

Deep

Personal

Casual

TYPE: One-to-one
METHOD: Analog

Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

I believe the inside of a home is a personal and private place

having a cat that destroyed the end of a couch she bought

not many people get to see. In my home, only friends with

when working for a furniture company, or another student’s

close or deep connections with me have been invited. And

work table that was one of the only things he brought in

of these, only the ones with a deep connection have seen my

the back of his pick-up from Alabama. The photos allowed

home in its “natural state.” The objects in my home have

us to get to know one another in a more personal way.

personal histories embedded within them and demonstrate
what I value.

I assembled the collected photos into an album by transferring
prints onto clear acrylic pages. The transparent surface

As part of a project in my second-semester graduate seminar

mimicked the act peering into someone’s home. The final

class, I asked my classmates to share a photo of their favorite

images have worn and rough edges, similar to the feel of

spot in their home. Each selected very different areas; a cozy

our favorite spaces. When the pages overlap, the detail of

corner of a couch, the open door of a refrigerator, an unmade

the images are obscured, but as each page is turned, these

bed, or a cluttered work table. We projected the images during

personal places are revealed.

class and tried to guess whose was whose. Small personal
details surfaced in the discussions, for example, one student
Above: Personal Places acrylic book, from front
and top view.
Opposite: Spreads within the final acrylic book.
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Prayer Cards

LEVEL: Deep

Deep

Personal

Casual

TYPE: Small Group
METHOD: Analog

Arbitrary

LAR

G E C O M M U N IT Y

Another group that I have gotten to know in Richmond is

The first edition of the prayer cards were screen printed with

a Tuesday night life group, through Needle’s Eye Young

a marbling effect so that each card was a one-of-a-kind print.

Professionals, a faith based organization unaffiliated with a

The uniqueness of each card, I hoped would add a level of

specific church. As a member, I have met weekly with a group

value, but the craftsmanship of the printing was something

of 7–12 young adults to eat dinner, discuss a book or video

that only I noticed and appreciated. I later redesigned the

and for prayer. Early on, I realized that as the group got larger

card for a laser print output and the group didn’t even notice

it became more difficult to have one-to-one conversation.

the change. Looking back on this shift in method, I recognize

The level of connection being facilitated by the group shifted

that the value and preciousness that I assigned to the craft,

to a casual level, that did not extend beyond the weekly

was actually already being achieved by the personal nature

meeting. During our interactions, I noticed that the connec-

of the request handwritten inside.

tion level shifted to personal when prayer requests were being
shared. In an effort to deepen and extend our intentional
interactions, I suggested we start using printed prayer cards.

Feedback from the group on the use of the prayer cards has
been overwhelmingly positive. It has successfully established
an additional connection opportunity outside the weekly

Each attendee now fills out a prayer card with a request for

meeting. The personal content in the prayer requests, when

that upcoming week and provides their name and contact

written on the cards, has deepened with the exchange.

information. The card is then exchanged with another person,

Individuals are more inclined to write something personal,

who commits to pray for the person over the next week

something they would be reluctant to say in front of a group

and follow up with them to offer encouragement. The card

of people. Over time, the prayer card has successfully

serves as a physical reminder to pray for that person. The

facilitated a deeper level of connection within the group.

personal exchange provides an opportunity for a intimacy

The use of the prayer card has now extended to another

and trust to be established over time.

group that meets on a different night, in hopes of it facilitating a deeper connection level within that group as well.

Above: Original screen printed prayer cards.
Opposite: Laser printed prayer cards.
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Connection Workbook

LEVEL: Personal

Deep

Personal

Casual

TYPE: One-to-one
METHOD: Analog

Arbitrary

LAR

When reviewing the type of connection my projects had

The part of the workbooks that I was particularly interested in

facilitated to date, I wanted to target a project towards the

was where the participants wrote down the names of everyone

deep connection level, in a one-to-one dimension. To this

with whom they interacted over the course of a week. Next,

end, I created CONNECTION: a reflective workbook to

they were to plot those connections with respect to the levels

challenge participants to take a closer look at the type of

of Deep, Personal, Casual and Little/No Connection. What I

connections they have in their daily life, by answering a series

found was two types of plotting: one where the majority of

of open-ended questions about their relationships and

points were predominantly located in the Deep and Personal

interaction challenges.

levels; and a second, where the majority of the connections

Copies of the workbook were given to my Tuesday night, life
group for a period of two weeks. Of the twelve I distributed,
eight of them were completed. What I found from the
responses was that the respondents had never before thought

38
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were located towards the Casual level with only a few in the
Deep or Personal levels. This spread of information demonstrated how some individuals have a more trusting and open
relational view, while others are more guarded in their view.

of their connections as existing at different levels. Each

In reading the workbooks, I learned a lot about these eight

participant shared personal memories and stories of their

individuals, but I realized that they had not gotten to know me

relationships. One wrote about moving across the country

in the same way. The exchange of information was one sided

and how that distance caused a friendship to end because the

and actually not conducive to building trust or connection as I

relationship didn’t transition to a new method of connection.

had anticipated. Looking back, perhaps approaching this as a

Another shared how he used to make it a point to call

conversation or an interview may have added to the informa-

someone every day, but now relies on Facebook and texting.

tion gathered and had a positive impact on our relationship.

|

Above/Opposite: Cover and spreads from the
completed CONNECTION: a reflective workbook.
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YOU

Deep

Personal

Casual

Arbitrary

YOU

Deep

Personal

Casual

Arbitrary
Top: Relational plotting spread that
demonstrates a guarded relational view.
Bottom: Relational plotting spread that
demonstrates a trusting relational view.
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Deep

Personal

Casual

LEVEL: Personal/Casual
TYPE: Small Group
METHOD: Analog

Arbitrary

LAR
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Building off the plotting exercise in the CONNECTION:

while clustering others, intertwining the pegs with different

a reflective workbook, I created another project aimed at

colored strings. When asked to explain what the visualization

visualizing connections by using a tool kit, of a wooden board

represented, one student’s strategy became very apparent

drilled with holes, wooden pegs and spools of colored string.

when she explained it was based on our seating position in

I asked my classmates to represent their connections with

the graduate studio and the string colors indicated what year

the other graduate students in the graphic design program.

the person was in.

Each peg was to represent an unnamed classmate; the string
and choice of position for each peg were to diagram connections between classmates and themselves. Upon completion
I asked each participant to explain his or her strategy and
the meaning behind the rationale.

the visualization as she told the story of her connections.
The result was more than I could have expected—very
touching and funny story of the connections she had formed
with each individual in the program. The tool kit also allowed

One by one, the visualizations were completed and photo-

me to connect with the individual and reveal the underlying

graphed. I was excited to see the variety of approach. Some

personal story.

chose to have a symmetrical position of the pegs and an even
weaving of the string. Others positioned the pegs at distances
42

I asked one student if I could create a video of her completing
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Above: Still of video of one visualization.
Opposite/Next Spread: Visualization by classmates.
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Deep

Personal

Casual

For my MFA exhibition, I chose to develop a participatory project

technology and connection (eg: “Send a note of encouragement

out to. Others commented that they chose a ribbon based on

that would engage the exhibition attendees while providing an

to a friend via snail mail”); while the orange ribbons focused

color or because of “fate” since it fell off into their hand. A high

introduction to my thesis topic.

on personal and family connections (eg: “Hang out with a

number chose to interact with their family more intentionally,

friend on a regular basis.”)

perhaps because of the concentration of students in attendance.

LEVEL: Personal/Casual

Influenced by the Brazilian artist, Rivane Neuenschwander’s

TYPE: Large Community

project, “I Wish Your Wish,”22 I designed a 7’ by 1-1/2’ board,

Instructions on the shelf top asked attendees to choose a

Overall this project was successful in engaging a broader

METHOD: Analog

where 400 drilled holes spelled the word “CONNECT.” From each

ribbon that interested them, then write on a color-coded card

arbitrary audience to reconsider the intentionality of their

hole a colored ribbon was draped. The ribbons were printed with

which ribbon they chose and why. The cards were later

connections at a various of levels. The ribbons became artifacts

one of 24 statements that challenged the recipient to consider how

scanned and posted to a website: Connect-Challege.com.

that acted as reminders for participants to follow through with

Arbitrary

LAR
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they might connect with others differently. The blue ribbons had
statements focused on connecting with an arbitrary or unknown
individual, such as a clerk or neighbor (eg: “Invite someone you
don’t know well to have coffee.”) The green ribbons focused on
46
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After reading the cards I found that the majority of attendees
were very intentional about which ribbon they chose. Several
mentioned that the ribbon prompted them to connect with
someone they had been thinking about but had not yet reached

their chosen connection challenge. I see a potential to repeat
this project in another location or venue as it could easily
be reinstalled and loaded with new ribbons.
Above: Connect Challenge ribbon board.
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Above: Connect Challenge ribbon board in use.
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Critical Analysis
My thesis project work investigates a deeply held interest in

I have only begun to explore the role technology plays in

inter-personal relationships. The process has challenged me

social connection. Our screens and devices are not going away

to explore connections that result from my own personal

and understanding how to create digital tools that foster

interactions and my work as a graphic designer.

and strengthen personal or deep connections is an important

Looking back at the process, it was very helpful, early on,
to establish taxonomies for the level, type and method of
connections. They provided a way to look at my projects as
a related body of work focusing on different aspects of
social connection. They allowed me to identify and develop

social design challenge. With the speed at which technology
develops, this area may be an ongoing subject for my research.
In regards to methodology, my work focused on an analog
working method but I see the potential to expand my work
to digital media in the future.

new projects that addressed specific combinations, for

In summary, my thesis project work explored the importance

example, exploring the nature of deep connection in a

of strong interpersonal connections, drew on the expertise

one-to-one method. The taxonomies also became a filter

of social scientists, and analyzed strengths and weaknesses

through which to view future work and the work of others.

of the levels, types and methods of connection. I identified

The body of work is experimental and participatory in nature.
I learned to establish tools that can facilitate different levels
of connection. Yet, I have not yet established a collaborative
methodology that engages the end user in the design process
itself. This path is of interest to me as it would allow me to
become a facilitator of the design process and work with end
users in projects which have a common established goal.
I recognize this will have its own set of challenges, but I see

three key factors that contribute to the depth of a connection:
frequency of time spent together, the establishment of trust
and personal sharing. Through participatory projects I have
been able to conclude that these factors contribute to strong
social connections, while elevating more questions and opening up an array of paths left to explore. The resultant body
of work is not an ending, but the beginning of my creative
research as a visual communicator and graphic designer.

the transferability of what I have learned about connection,
to engage everyday people in the creative process.
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Two are better than one,
because they have a good
return for their labor.
If either of them falls down,
one can help the other up.
A cord of three strands is
not quickly broken.
Ecclesiastes (New International Version)
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